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Synopsis

J

une 18, 1961. In a small village in Northern Spain, San Sebastián de Garabandal, four girls,
Conchita, Jacinta, Mari Loli, and Mari Cruz, claim that St. Michael the Archangel has just
appeared to them. A few days later, on July 2, 1961 they receive a visit from Our Lady of Mount
Carmel. After this first encounter, there are more than two thousand visits from this heavenly Lady.
The village’s parish priest, Fr. Valentín, and the Civil Guard brigadier, Mr. Juan Álvarez Seco, suddenly
become protagonists in an overwhelming event. They must struggle to find where the truth lies, while
confronting a perplexed hierarchy and facing an ever growing multitude of people who arrive at the
village in the search of answers.

About Us

G

arabandal: Only God Knows is feature film made and produced by Mater Spei AIE, an entity
of Spanish nationality established in 2017 with legal personality.

“Garabandal: Only God Knows”,
Why Now?

T

he question is: why? Why make a movie now about the supposed apparitions of the Virgin
Mary in San Sebastián de Garabandal? Shouldn’t we wait for the Church’s definite judgment to

do so?
The definitive evaluation of the events that took place in that small town certainly corresponds to the
authority of the Catholic Church, and this movie submits to her authority. Garabandal: Only God
Knows points to historical events that have not been thoroughly clarified and that ought to be the
object of a prejudice-free study. The messages the four visionaries transmitted to us, messages they
affirm to have received from the Virgin Mary, are absolutely pertinent for us today. These events must
be studied and made known. This is why the movie came about.
This statement could surprise those who are ignorant of the state of the studies regarding
Garabandal, so we must make some clarifications. In the first place, the Church, through the Bishops
at the head of the Diocese of Santander, have declared that there is nothing contrary to the Faith in
the Virgin’s messages at Garabandal. Moreover, on July 8, 1965—while the apparitions were still occurring—Bishop Eugenio Beitia affirmed that the messages “contain an exhortation to prayer and sacrifice, devotion to the Eucharist, veneration of Our Lady in traditional, praiseworthy manners, and holy
fear of God, who is offended by our sins” (cf. Second Official Note from Msgr. Eugenio Beitia. July 8,
1965). Therefore, making them known cannot do harm.
It is important to note that since the Church has not yet made a definitive declaration, the
apparitions at Garabandal are still an open matter. They are not approved, but neither are they condemned. The Church’s current evaluation declares non constat de supernaturalitate, that is, the
Church does not yet have certainty as to whether or not there has been a supernatural intervention.
The Church must continue to reflect, but it is a fact that the messages of Garabandal are producing numerous personal encounters with Christ and His Mother. They bring about fruits of conversion and deepen the Faith of many. It is an objective fact that Marian apparition sites are currently the
greatest spiritual springs of life in the Church. Contemplating the social and religious crisis that
surrounds us, we can ask ourselves why so many seek to repress these springs which, though not
indispensable, certainly can contribute to the strengthening of the Church and of all humanity.
Benedict XVI, in the Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Verbum Domini, affirmed, “[Private
revelation] can have a certain prophetic character and can be a valuable aid for better understanding
and living the Gospel at a certain time; consequently it should not be treated lightly.”
What did the Virgin ask for in Garabandal? She asked us to convert, to recognize the seriousness of our sin, to pray more, and to meditate on the Gospel more, especially on the Passion of the
Lord. She asked us to grow in our Eucharistic life. Is this not a beautiful and opportune message?
Can we take it lightly? This message is important for us today and it is time to take it seriously.
If the Virgin really did appear in this small town, we have a great responsibility for not having listened
to Her for the past fifty years.

Questions &
Answers

1.

"Garabandal: Only God Knows."
What does the title mean?
The title of this movie, Garabandal: Only
God Knows, has been meditated on at length and
expresses our awareness of the fact that only
God knows what really happened in San
Sebastián de Garabandal. The Church does not
have clarity regarding the case, and thus has not
pronounced a definitive judgment. It also reflects
another certainty: God alone knows what was in
the heart of each of the protagonists and in the
hearts of those who interpreted the events.
Garabandal: Only God Knows does not intend to
make judgments, rather simply to transmit the
experience
described
by
hundreds
of
eyewitnesses.
There is one more aspect: only God knows
what plans the Lord and Our Blessed Mother, the
Virgin, had and have regarding Garabandal. As
“unworthy servants,” we must be at the service of
God’s will with prudence so as to not get in the
way of His loving plan for mankind.

2.

Can a movie be made about
apparitions not yet approved?
Wouldn’t that be going against the Church?
At present no article of the Code of Canon
Law forbids the promulgation of revelations,
visions, prophecies or miracles, even when they
are not yet approved by the Church.
Safeguarding the faith and morals of the Church
is the evident limit in spreading any of these
supernatural phenomena. The Diocese of
Santander, Spain, has always maintained that it
has not found anything contrary to the faith of
the Church in the doctrinal content of the
apparitions in San Sebastián de Garabandal. In
regards to the phenomena themselves, it holds
that non constat de supernaturalitate (It is not
confirmed to be of supernatural origin), thus
confessing that the case is not closed, much less
condemned. Bringing the events in Garabandal to
light and asking the Church, with all respect and
submission, to complete studies that were never
carried out in-depth, is not going against the
Church. Rather, it is asking her to resolve
ambiguities that do not benefit anyone.

3.

What does the expression, “It is not
confirmed to be of supernatural
origin,” mean?
“It is not confirmed to be of supernatural
origin” is a fundamental concept to understand
Garabandal’s situation. In the face of a supposed
apparition and after correct discernment, the
Church can declare her opinion in one of the
following manners:
1. Constat de supernaturalitate. (It is
confirmed to be of supernatural origin.) That is,
there has been a manifestation of the Lord, the
Virgin Mary, or a saint.
2. Constat de non supernaturalitate. (It is
confirmed to be of non-supernatural origin.) That
is, there has not been a manifestation and we find
ourselves before a fraud, a phenomenon of
autosuggestion, or worst of all, a diabolic
intervention.
3. Non constat de supernaturalitate. (It is
not confirmed to be of supernatural origin.) When
the conclusion is not clearly seen, when facts are
missing, or when the origin of an event is not yet
known for certain, the Church then declares non
constat de supernaturalitate. This does not mean
that there has not been an apparition. It means
that the supernatural origin of the events it is not
yet confirmed and that certain information
necessary to make a clear discernment is missing.
The placement of the adverb “non” is key, because
it changes the meaning of the sentence
completely. Garabandal is in this state.

4.

Who is the protagonist of the movie?
The Virgin Mary is the great protagonist of
Garabandal: Only God Knows. Over 300
performers and the entire filming crew had one
goal: to allow Her to manifest Herself and Her
maternal presence through this movie. At the
start of each day, their voices were united in a
unique prayer, “Mother, make this movie transmit
your blessing.”

5.

Is "Garabandal: Only God Knows" a
movie based on real events? To what
point can this be sustained?
ndeed, Garabandal: Only God Knows is a
historical movie based on real events. Each
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Answers
scene, character, and story gathered in its script
has the sufficient historical backing to affirm that
it is a movie based on real events. In many cases,
the circumstances, details, or names of the actual
persons have been altered. Garabandal: Only
God Knows judges no one and takes for granted
the upright intention of all who intervened in
these events. But it does point out some historical
facts that have not been properly clarified and
that ought to be the object of a study free of prejudice.

6.

What is the role of the soundtrack of
"Garabandal: Only God Knows"?
The soundtrack of any movie is an essential element to emphasize those emotions that
images alone are not capable of expressing. But
in Garabandal: Only God Knows, the music adds
something more: the serene presence of Our
Blessed Mother, the Virgin Mary, who speaks to
Her children with a motherly voice; who suffers
for us and forgives our mistakes; who consoles,
embraces, and caresses, healing interior wounds
that torment us; who invites us to draw close to
Her without fear, because She understands our
suffering and anguish. She seeks our highest
good: the salvation of our souls.

7.

Why does the movie begin the way it
does?
The movie’s opening scene alludes to a
true situation: the interview one of the bishops of
Santander had with one of the visionaries, Conchita González, when she was a boarder at a
school in Pamplona. The encounter took place on
August 30, 1966, not only when the apparitions
had ended, but when the girls, and especially
Conchita, found themselves in moments of dense
spiritual darkness. From that situation of interior
restlessness, a series of flashbacks begin. From
the point of view of this girl’s experience, the
viewer is submerged in what really took place in
San Sebastián de Garabandal between the years
1961 and 1965.

8.

What are the key moments in the
movie’s storyline?

The movie “Garabandal: Only God Knows”
presents the most important moments in the
story of the apparitions: the first apparition of the
Angel and the Virgin Mary, the beginning of the
conflict with the hierarchy, the Virgin’s first message, the extraordinary phenomena, the girls’
doubts, and the second message. There is a key
moment that determines the characters’ position
regarding the events: the miracle of the visible
Communion. For some, it is the definitive demonstration of the supernatural character of the
events in Garabandal. For others, it is the confirmation of the contrary. Meanwhile, the Civil
Guard brigadier, Mr. Juan Álvarez Seco, advances
with difficulty under the weight of his responsibility. He finally comes to a point in which his interior
certainty prevails, obliging him to declare to Conchita, “You know what, Conchita? Even if at some
point you doubt and deny everything, I can’t ever
deny what I’ve seen, all the things I’ve lived here.
And if you deny it, in some moment of doubt, or
confusion, or darkness, or even deep suffering, it
wouldn’t change anything for me."

9.

Does the film reflect truthfully the
proceedings of the investigating
committee in charge of the study of the
apparitions?
Unfortunately, the conduct of the Investigating Committee responsible for the study of the
apparitions left much to be desired. It showed
signs of acting with prejudices and presuppositions. The witnesses’ testimonies are unanimous:
the members of the Investigating Committee
rarely visited Garabandal, barely observed the
phenomena, and did not interview the girls
in-depth or speak with their parents, relatives, or
many other important witnesses. No public report
was published to answer the many questions that
the events in Garabandal provoked.
The date of the first official statement
from the Bishop's office speaks clearly about the
hastiness of its conclusions. The apparitions
began on June 18, 1961, and on August 26 of the
same year, just two months after the first supposed manifestation, the episcopal document
states: “In view of the report that has been
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presented to us [by the Committee] ... nothing, up
to the present moment, obliges us to affirm the
supernatural character of the events occurred
there.” Two months of studies was not enough for
such a complex and delicate matter, especially
considering that the phenomena were still in course
and the most important events, such as the
messages, had not taken place yet. However, most
of the investigation of the phenomena ended there.
Two facts prove that this first Investigating
Committee, and therefore its reports, should not be
taken into consideration. The first is what happened
on May 30, 1983. Dr. Luis Morales Noriega, the chief
medic of the Investigating Committee of the
apparitions, withdrew his previous negative opinion
in a conference which he gave at the Cultural
Center of Santander. He did so before a large
audience with permission from Msgr. Juan Antonio
del Val Gallo, Bishop of Santander at the time, who
had also formed part of the Investigating
Committee. He repeated the same conference in
Madrid a short time afterward. The other fact is that
in 1989, Msgr. Juan Antonio del Val Gallo named a
new committee, thus manifesting that the previous
studies, which he was familiar with firsthand, were
insufficient. Unfortunately, this second committee
repeated some of the same mistakes and
committed others, such as not examining the
visionaries or the eyewitnesses of the events. For
these reasons, we can honestly affirm that the
definitive study of what occurred in Garabandal is
still pending.

10.

The supposed visionaries denied
having seen the Virgin. How should
these denials be understood?
Much has been said regarding the girls’
“denials.” It is interesting to note that the Virgin
Mary had warned the girls that they would deny the
apparitions. “How are we going to deny this if we
are looking at you?” they said confidently, finding it
hard to believe Her warning. They knew little about
the interior darkness the Lord uses to purify and
strengthen souls. Perhaps they did not know how to
measure their strength. The four poor village girls
were simply overwhelmed before the constant
pressure of people they respected and wished to
obey.
Expert theologians who have studied the
phenomena in Garabandal hold that, rather than

denials, we should speak of “momentary
hesitations." These hesitations are perfectly
understandable considering the girls' difficult
situation. Several of them never reached the point
of denying everything, such as Jacinta, who never
denied her vision of the Sacred Heart near the end
of June 1961. It is clear that, in face of the events
seen and studied by a multitude of witnesses, these
weak hesitations cannot be used as an argument to
cast doubt on the phenomena. In fact, not much
time passed before the girls withdrew the denials
that were provoked by various intimidations.
Unfortunately, little has been said about this
important detail.
l

11.

What are the “calls”?
Only the first apparition of the Angel on
June 18, 1961 was a surprise for all four supposed
visionaries from San Sebastián de Garabandal.
That day, they certainly were not expecting him.
But all the other apparitions (over 2,000 are
estimated) were preceded by an odd phenomenon:
the calls. The girls explain the calls as a feeling of
interior joy. They felt three calls before each
ecstasy. One of them, Conchita González, wrote in
her diary, “The first one is a small joy, the second is
somewhat greater, but at the third we get very
nervous and very happy. Then it comes (the
apparition).” At the third call the girls took off
running in the direction where the apparition would
take place. Even when the girls were separated
before the calls, they always arrived at the same
place, at the same time, and fell into ecstasy in
unison. The perplexed spectators immediately tried
to prove their authenticity. The parish priest
himself separated and supervised them, and the
girls had no way to communicate with each other.
Yet their coordination was always perfect.

12.

The visionaries of Garabandal
confessed that they feigned some
ecstasies. Why did they do so? Does this
mean that everything was a lie?
Certainly, the girls of Garabandal faked
ecstasies on some (though few) occasions. For
anyone who had witnessed a genuine ecstasy, it
was quite simple to notice when they were
pretending, because they were incapable of
repeating the actions and gestures of the real
ecstasies. In some way the feigned ecstasies
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reaffirm the lack of natural explanation for
everything that happened in Garabandal.
The girls certainly acted wrongly in
pretending to be in ecstasy. However, in their
defense, they did so moved by the desire to do
good to the people who came from far away to
witness the events. The fake ecstasies were
almost always limited to prolonging ecstasies
when the people asked the Virgin to stay or to
anticipating an ecstasy after receiving the second
call, when the Virgin would arrive shortly. While
their behavior cannot be justified, the girls'
goodwill cannot be doubted nor can all that has
occurred at Garabandal be disqualified.

13.

Has the Church condemned
Garabandal?
Not at all. Garabandal is not condemned by
the Church. What the Church holds, as explained in
Question 3, is that what occurred in Garabandal is
“not confirmed to be of supernatural origin.” This
does not mean that there has not been an
apparition, but that the Church is not yet certain
about the events. In reality, this position is a
recognition a certain conclusion cannot be made
due to a lack of thorough investigation.
It is important to point out that all the bishops of
Santander have agreed that both the doctrine and
the spiritual recommendations offered in
Garabandal are correct: "We have found no matter
of condemnatory ecclesiastical censure, neither in
doctrine nor in spiritual recommendations" (Msgr.
Eugenio Beitia, July 8, 1965).

14.

The official notes published by
the Bishop's office of Santander
prohibited priests and members of
religious orders from visiting Garabandal.
Are these prohibitions still valid?
At first, the bishops of Santander took
disciplinary measures, in accordance with the
Code of Canon Law of the time, such as
forbidding priests and religious from going to

Garabandal. The intention of the apostolic
administrator at the time, Bishop Doroteo
Fernández, was to limit the popularity the case
was acquiring, hoping to facilitate the way
towards “the light of the truth.”
Those prohibitions were removed years
later by Bishop Juan Antonio del Val Gallo, who
had witnessed the phenomena at Garabandal
firsthand; he had formed part of the first
Investigating Committee for the apparitions
several years before being named Bishop of
Santander. Presently, no prohibition weighs upon
Garabandal.

15.

Why does the movie end with the
last apparition of the Virgin and
the conference given by Dr. Morales at the
Cultural Center of Santander?
Dr. Luis Morales, a prestigious psychiatrist,
was convoked to be the chief medic of the
Investigating Committee to study the events
occurring at San Sebastián de Garabandal. For
years he took a clear stance against the
phenomena. The movie ends with the conference
he gave on May 30, 1983 at the Cultural Center of
Santander. Because he was so well-respected
within the field of psychiatry, the conference had
a very powerful effect. Dr. Morales, with the
permission of Bishop Del Val, the Bishop of
Santander at the time, admitted that he
intervened directly to restrain the Committee’s
studies and direct its members to negative and
preconceived conclusions. He withdrew his
negative opinion and admitted the apparitions’
authenticity.
The last scene of Garabandal: Only God
Knows is a faithful portrayal of that conference,
attended by a numerous audience at the Cultural
Center of Santander. It confirms that Garabandal
is not a closed case, that the events that occurred
there have not been sufficiently clarified, and that
they ought to be the object of a prejudice-free
study.

Cast

Fernando García Linares

Belén Garde

Rafael Samino

Brigadier Juan Álvarez Seco
Fernando García Linares plays
the role of the brigadier Juan
Álvarez Seco. García was born
in Toledo, Spain and is married
to Sagrario Serrano, who plays
the role of Mrs. Carmen, the
brigadier’s faithful and serene
wife.
When García was selected for this role, he felt incapable of realizing it. He studied
Economics, and never before in
his life had he been involved in
something like this. However,
he understood that it was Our
Mother, the Virgin Mary, who
was asking him to do it, and he
could not say no to Her. For that
reason, he dedicated himself
body and soul to the project.
He prayed with his whole heart,
uniting his voice to the prayer
of the entire team throughout
the days of filming, “Mother,
make this movie transmit your
blessing.”
The brigadier Juan Álvarez Seco was one of the main
witnesses of the apparitions in
San Sebastián de Garabandal.
As the head of the Rionansa
barracks, he followed the amazing events of the smallest
village of his demarcation very
closely.

Conchita González
Belén Garde is from Madrid and
studied Education. She enjoys
teamwork and stands out for
her communicative abilities.
Although she is a very extroverted young woman, the
secret of her heart belongs to
Jesus Christ.
Garde was aware of the
responsibility she took on when
she accepted the role of Conchita González, one of the four
young visionaries of the apparitions of San Sebastián de Garabandal. She immediately put
herself in the Virgin Mary’s
hands, convinced that this film
was Hers, and that She would
show Herself through such poor
instruments. The fact that the
daily
shooting
schedule
revolved around Mass and
Eucharistic
adoration
was
crucial for Garde because it
helped her never to forget why
and for whom everything was
being done.
One of the challenges
that Garde and the other three
actresses had to face was the
attempt to imitate the postures
and movements of the visionaries during the ecstasies. Garde
experienced in first person how
those forced postures ended up
taking their toll on her back.

Fr. Valentín
Rafael Samino was born in
Extremadura, Spain, but grew
up in Toledo. His wife, Esmeralda Pérez, plays the role of
Aniceta in the film. They have
six children and have been married for twenty-seven years.
Samino was overjoyed
when he was selected to play
the role of Fr. Valentín, the
parish priest of San Sebastián
de Garabandal. Ever since he
heard about Garabandal, even
before his college years, he felt
strongly
attracted
to
Fr.
Valentín's figure and the way he
handled the apparitions. From
the beginning, Samino felt very
comfortable playing the role of
the simple village priest.
During the apparitions,
Fr. Valentín Marichalar was the
parish priest in San Sebastián
de Garabandal and the neighboring village, Cosío. He
received news of the girls’ first
ecstasies with understandable
suspicion. Nevertheless, he
endeavored to follow the
course of the events with prudence, interrogating the girls
and gathering proof and
reports, which he sent the diocesan
authorities
promptly.
While he avoided making declarations that could interfere with
the official investigations, he
could not but help exclaim, “So
far, it seems that it's all from
God!”
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Cast

David Cruz

Javier Paredes

Enrique Carrasco

Bishop Lucio Alfaro
David Cruz is an aeronautical
engineer. The Lord has gifted
him with a deep, refined voice
that he has unconditionally
placed at the service of evangelization through the media. But
it is one thing to do a
voice-over, and quite another to
be an actor. He had no experience in the world of cinema, so
he was hoping to collaborate
with a “simple” role. The
surprise came when he was
asked to represent one of the
bishops. But he did not back
down, and did the best he could
to prepare himself. In doing so,
he learned important lessons
that have truly helped him in his
spiritual life.
Cruz played the role of
Bishop Lucio Alfaro, a fictional
character who represents the
reaction of the Church in the
Diocese of Santander to the
news of the events taking place
in San Sebastián de Garabandal. Bishop Alfaro did not think
that what was happening in the
small village could be anything
more than a “children’s game”
that the clumsy parish priest did
not know how to stop. He put
together an Investigating Committee to study the case, and in
line with the Committee's
reports, tried to put an end to
the
"spectacle"
in
San
Sebastián de Garabandal.

Bishop José Ortega
Javier Paredes is married and is
the father of seven children. He
loves the Virgin Mary very
much, and for some time now,
he has studied and reflected—as a historian—on the way
Her apparitions are affecting
our intricate contemporary
history.
When asked to participate in the movie, Paredes
gladly
accepted
for
two
reasons: first, he had never
before been involved in an
adventure like this; second, he
thinks that it is about time that
somebody should make a
movie about such an important
event.
In the movie, Paredes
plays the role of Bishop Jose
Ortega, a fictional character
who does not represent any
particular bishop in the history
of Garabandal, but rather summarizes the official position of
the hierarchy from 1962 until
the eighties. Bishop Ortega,
convinced beforehand of their
falsehood, will face the problem
that the so-called apparitions
created for him by trying to put
an end to the events in a definitive and decisive way.

Doctor Luis Morales
Enrique Carrasco, an expert in
IT Systems, is married and the
father of four children. For him,
this film has been a miracle of
Garabandal, carried out thanks
to Our Blessed Mother’s blessing and the deep unity that
reigned within the crew. This
unity was achieved in spite of
the austerity and tight circumstances during the shooting
process, one example being the
shortage of chairs for everyone
to sit down at lunch. One of his
daughters, Teresa, plays the
role of Mari Cruz.
Carrasco, in turn, plays
the role of Dr. Luis Morales,
psychiatrist and chief medic of
the Investigating Committee
during the apparitions. Quite
sure of himself and of science,
and convinced that his knowledge of science could explain
everything, he maintained a
negative posture toward the
phenomena.
Nonetheless,
during a conference given at
the Cultural Center in Santander on May 30, 1983 with the
permission of Bishop Juan
Antonio del Val Gallo, who had
also been a member of the
Committee, Dr. Morales retracted his previous incredulity, confessing that his reports were
influenced by his prejudices.
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Cast

Alberto Bárcena

Esmeralda Pérez

Manuel Gómez

Fr. Francisco Vergara
Alberto Bárcena is from Madrid,
married for twenty-six years,
and father of two. Graduate of
Law and Doctor in Contemporary History, he is known for his
brilliant intellectual work and
the depth of his studies.
Bárcena plays the role of
Fr. Francisco Vergara in the
movie, an overly rationalist
priest who is closed to the possibility of supernatural phenomena. Vergara is a ficticious character who represents the attitude of the Investigating Committee brought together by the
Bishop to study what was happening in Garabandal.
Bárcena humbly accepted his difficult role, although we
know that it was hard for him.
He tried his best to not judge
his character. He saw his difficult role as a service to Our
Blessed Mother and as a way to
request an in-depth study of
what really happened in Garabandal.

Aniceta González
Esmeralda Pérez is married to
Rafael Samino, who plays Fr.
Valentín in the movie. She is a
mother of six children, and
carries out her work as social
educator. She considers her
participation in this movie as an
honor, as a way of collaborating
with Our Mother, the Blessed
Virgin to spread Garabandal’s
messages.
In the film, Pérez plays
the part of Aniceta, Conchita’s
mother, and it was an extraordinary experience for her. Aniceta
represents the parents of the
four visionaries, with their
doubts,
sufferings,
joys,
insights, hopes, and contradictions. It was easy for Pérez, who
is a mother like them, to put
herself in their shoes and value
their very important role amidst
the events that sometimes overwhelmed them.
Aniceta González was
widowed several years before
the apparitions began. Conchita
was the youngest of her children
and the only girl. Like the other
girls’ families, Aniceta soon
found herself in everyone’s conversations, criticized, judged,
tested, and the object of constant mocks. She simply did not
know what to think of what was
happening to her daughter.
Aniceta suffered so much that
she said shortly before her
death, “If I didn’t go mad, it was
because the Virgin Mary helped
me, because it was enough to
make you go mad.”

Pepe Díez
Manual Gómez lives in Cuenca,
Spain. He is married to Carmen,
who also participated in the
film. While he has many occupations, the one that stands out
most is that of restoring works
of art. In fact, his conversion
took place guided by the hand
of the Virgin Mary while restoring her statue in a small hermitage when he was twenty-eight
years old. He heard of the
apparitions in San Sebastian de
Garabandal from a priest who
helped him in his conversion
process. For that reason, he
accepted the offer to participate in the movie with enthusiasm, as he had always kept the
messages of the Virgin Mary in
Garabandal close to his heart.
Gómez plays the role of
Pepe Díez, a resident of San
Sebastián de Garabandal. Pepe
knew the girls and their families
very well. Upon hearing for the
first time what the girls said, he
did not believe it. He even
threatened them by saying that
the Civil Guard would take them
to jail if they kept on lying. But,
as Pepe saw what was happening, he began to change his
mind and soon became a faithful and determined defender of
the apparitions.
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Cast

Juan Romero

Pedro Leal

Miriam Rodríguez de Rivera

Fr. Ramón Andreu
Juan Romero holds a master's
degree in Medieval History. He is
married and the father of two
children. His wife, Cristina, also
participated in the movie. In
front of the cameras, she played
the role of one of the villagers,
and behind the scenes, she
helped to solve whatever problems she could, despite being
five months pregnant.
When he was asked to
participate in the movie, Romero
experienced an explosion of
spiritual joy. He saw it as a
beautiful way to honor the Virgin
Mary and remedy so many people's ignorance respecting Garabandal. He loved the filming
experience because of the Virgin
Mary's evident and constant
help. He is amazed that such a
positive result has come out of a
film by such absolutely amateur
performers and very few material resources.
Romero played the role
of Fr. Ramón Andreu. This Jesuit
priest visited Garabandal on several occasions during the
summer of 1961, with the
permission of his superior and
the Bishop of Santander. He
carried out an extensive report
that he made available to the
Church authorities. The report is
backed by his experience in the
difficult art of spiritual direction
and discernment of spirits.

Doctor Puncernau
Pedro Leal is an industrial engineer and had no prior film acting
experience. We already know
that inexperience is a “special”
characteristic of this movie’s
casting. He plays the role of Dr.
Puncernau, a prestigious neuropsychiatrist from Barcelona who
studied the four visionaries and
the phenomena they experienced. Ricardo Puncernau left
us an invaluable report with all
his observations, the tests
carried out on the girls, and the
corresponding conclusions.
Leal felt very identified
with his role due to their shared
education in Science. While
recording certain scenes, his
rational engineering mind tried
to examine all those unexplainable phenomena that took place
daily during the apparitions. In
the end, he had to conclude that
“the reality of the phenomena
could not be any other then
what the girls said it was.” Otherwise, there is no explanation,
not even for the girls way the
girls walked in ecstasy. They
walked without looking at the
ground—and the town at that
time was like a pile of rubble,
filled
with
mounds
of
rocks—without stumbling, without falling, without slipping. The
actresses, however, though
looking where they were going
and guided by others, had more
than one scare and even small
accidents.

Jacinta González
Miriam Rodríguez de Rivera was
asked to participate in the film when
she had just finished her brilliant first
year of Medicine. She had little time
to ponder her decision, and accepting the role meant having to give up
many summer plans. Furthermore,
she did not know any of the other
actors. But inspired by her great love
for the Lord, Rodríguez took her
suitcase and left Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, heading for the Spanish
peninsula, a little nervous but full of
hope. Thanks to her good personality and her decision to give herself
fully, she fit right in with the rest of
the team. And since "God loves
those who give with joy" (2 Cor. 9:7),
the experience not only did not
disappoint her, but was extremely
enriching.
In the film, Rodríguez played
Jacinta González, one of the four
visionaries of San Sebastián de Garabandal. Jacinta, together with her
friends Conchita, Mari Loli, and Mari
Cruz, saw St. Michael the Archangel
for the first time on June 18, 1961.
St. Michael prepared them until, on
July 1, 1961, he announced that the
next day they would see the Virgin
Mary. And that is what happened.
After that first vision, it is estimated
that more than two thousand ecstasies took place with thousands of
witnesses. The Virgin Mary defined
herself in Garabandal as "your
Mother." Certainly, she constantly
showed herself as a mother full of
love for her children, worried about
their salvation. She called us to love
Jesus more in the Eucharist, to be
good, to meditate on the Passion,
and to make more sacrifices.
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Cast

Teresa Carrasco
as
Mari Cruz González
Teresa Carrasco is from Madrid and a studies
Philosophy and Theology. In the film, she plays the
role of Mari Cruz González, the youngest of the
four visionaries of San Sebastián de Garabandal.
From the beginning, Carrasco understood
that she was taking on a great responsibility,
because Garabandal: Only God Knows is not just
any movie. It is a call to listen to the Virgin Mary
and Her message of conversion. During the filming
process, she experienced the urgency to know
more about Our Lady, to be united to Her, to speak
with Her, and to be very close to Her. Carrasco
hoped this would help her to better transmit what
the girls experienced during the ecstasies and
what the Virgin Mary wanted to manifest in Garabandal: that She is Our Mother, a Mother full of
love for Her children.
Everything experienced during the intense
days of recording has provoked in Carrasco an
authentic spiritual revolution. It was hard for her
to fit Our Lady into her life of faith before, but this
experience has allowed Carrasco to discover Mary
as her Mother and Queen. She knows that this
Mother fully trusts her and defends her relationship with God. She also knows that this Queen
demands everything from her, and Teresa does not
plan on denying Her anything.

Blanca Cogolludo
as
Mari Loli
Blanca Cogolludo plays the role of Mari Loli, one of
the four young visionaries of San Sebastián de
Garabandal. The project found her on the verge of
starting studies of Architecture, and she happily
accepted it. An exciting adventure was presented
to her, whose purpose was to make known what
happened in Garabandal and the messages that
the Virgin Mary gave there. The challenge was
worth it! In those days she had the opportunity to
meet witnesses who had personally lived the
apparitions. This helped her to internalize the role
she played.
It was obvious to Cogolludo and to the
entire team that without the help and intercession
of the Virgin Mary, they would not have been able
to do anything, and the project would have
remained stagnant when the first difficulties
appeared... And many problems appeared! However, a group of people with a great deal of talent
and of self-giving, placed completely in the hands
of Our Mother, achieved that which seemed impossible, making the days of filming an unforgettable
experience.

Behind The Scenes

T

he first thing to point out is that behind
the scenes of Garabandal: Only God
Knows there is no super-producer, much less a
super budget, or even a team of
super-professionals. The only thing behind
Garabandal: Only God Knowsis a deep love for
the Virgin Mary, and the desire to collaborate in
her motherly mission of guiding all humanity
towards its only Savior: Jesus Christ.
All the participants in this project have
taken part voluntarily. In fact, most of the more
than 300 performers inGarabandal: Only God
Knows paid their own accommodation during
the filming process. None had previous
cinematographic experience, nor do they work
in the world of cinema. The same can be said
of practically the entire technical team,
including the artistic director, Brian Jackson, for
whom the project Garabandal: Only God Knows
was his first experience on this level. It should
be noted, however, that Brian Jackson had the
invaluable help of Brian Shields, founder of
Lumen Entertainment. Shields arrived at Spain
a week before the shooting began and stayed
with the technical team for fifteen days, during
which he shared his experience and
professionalism.
Filming lasted twenty-seven days, an
absolutely record time, especially if we take
into account factors such as the scarce
experience of both performers and technical
team, the amount of extras that had to be
moved, and the set and wardrobe changes that
had to be done. The exterior scenes were
recorded in eighteen days, while the interiors
were filmed in nine.

Each day began with a short prayer
request, proclaimed forcefully by the entire
team: “Mother, make this film transmit your
blessing.” The more we reflect on the poverty
behind this project— poverty of both financial
means and professional experience— the
more we grasp the disproportion between
what we have contributed and the end result.
We can only continue insisting with this plea
so that this film may continue to transmit Our
Mother’s blessing.

Garabandal
San Sebastián de Garabandal:
the story

I

t was a Sunday afternoon, June 18, 1961,
and four girls—Conchita, Mari Loli, Mari
Cruz and Jacinta—in the small village of San
Sebastián de Garabandal in Cantabria, Spain,
sought a “little adventure” stealing apples from
the school teacher's tree. The tree was at the exit
of the town, at the beginning of a steep and stony
road that everyone knew as the Path. The Path led
up to the mountain, toward the fields where the
girls' families worked hard to earn a living raising
cattle. When they were on the Path, with the
apples still in their hands, a peal of thunder made
them shudder. It was strange, because there were
no clouds in the sky. Their conscience began to
reproach them, and regretting their mischief, they
lamented what they had done.
Suddenly, the unexpected happened.
Conchita fell on her knees, motionless. Her
companions became frightened, thinking that
something bad was happening to them. They
wanted to run to ask for help, but also fell with
Conchita. An Angel appeared to them. Later on
they discovered that it was St. Michael the
Archangel. He did not speak, nor did they dare say
or ask anything. When they came to their senses,
they found themselves alone on the Path. The
experience was so extraordinary that they felt
overwhelmed by a mixture of confusion and fear.
They ran to take refuge behind the parish church
to let out their tears. It was the beginning of
events that radically changed their lives and
marked those of thousands.
During the following days, the Angel’s visits
were repeated. From day to day the visitors
multiplied, coming from farther and farther away.
Finally, on July 2, the Feast of the Visitation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary at that time, they saw the
Virgin for the first time, with the Child Jesus and
two angels. One of the angels was recognized as
the one who had been appearing to them, St.
Michael the Archangel, and the other one looked
identical. The girls began to speak with the Virgin
with complete trust and without any fear. This will
be one of the great characteristics of Garabandal:
an authentic mother-daughter relationship

between the Virgin and the girls. When Our Lady
said that She had to leave, the little girls begged
Her not to go. To comfort them, She promised to
return the next day. And She did, not only the next
day, but on hundreds of occasions, sometimes
several times throughout the day and night.
These apparitions to the girls in Garabandal
continued for four years. The Virgin gave the girls
two messages to make public: the first, on
October 18, 1961, and the second, on June 18,
1965. The Virgin defined herself as: “your Mother.”
That is her “title” in Garabandal: Our Mother. On
July 18, 1962, numerous witnesses looked on with
astonishment as the host Conchita received by
hands of the Angel became visible on the girl’s
tongue. This is what was later called the Miracle of
Visible Communion. Through these four girls, the
Virgin also announced the Warning, Miracle, and
Chastisement, a series of events that come from
the love of God for us and should move us to a
deep conversion of heart. Qualified doctors and
other visitors witnessed again and again the
amazing physical phenomena that accompanied
the ecstasies.
The apparitions ended on November 13,
1965. Conchita was the only one called and
climbed to the Pines in the rain, without
witnesses. The Virgin spoke to Conchita with
expressions full of maternal affection, “Talk to me,
Conchita, talk to me about my children. They are
all under my mantle. I love you so much and I
desire your salvation.” Conchita was so happy that
she wanted the Virgin to take her with Her. But
Our Lady explained to her, “When you come
before God, your hands must be filled with good
works done for others and God’s glory, but now
they are empty.”
Thus the visible manifestations of Our
Mother in Garabandal ended. Conchita explained
later, “My soul was filled with peace, joy, and a
great desire to overcome my defects and to love
the Lord and his Blessed Mother with all my
strength.” They are the same fruits Our Heavenly
Mother wants to give all her children. She wants
us to be certain that we have a loving Mother who
watches over us, to have a change of heart
through meditating on the Passion, and to love
and venerate the most precious treasure that the
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Church possesses: the Eucharist. The Virgin
Mary's promise to Conchita in the last apparition
is a promise to all of us: “I will always be with you
and with all my children.”
The Girls

T

he protagonists of our story are four girls:
Conchita González, Jacinta González, Mari
Loli Mazón, and Mari Cruz González. All four were
born in San Sebastián de Garabandal. Despite the
fact that their last names are the same, they are
not related. When the apparitions began,
Conchita, Jacinta, and Mari Loli were twelve years
old, while Mari Cruz was only eleven. Until June
18, 1961, when the phenomena began, they did
not stand out among the other children of the
town. Like everyone else, they went to school
every morning with their teacher Serafina. They
helped their parents in the fields, cared for the
sheep, gathered grass for the cows, and collected
wood for the kitchen when school ended, like the
other children in this farming town. They went to
Mass and catechism class with their parish priest,
Fr. Valentín, and would recite poems to the Virgin
Mary in May, just like everyone else… They were
normal girls: friendly, playful, hard working, and
well-behaved. They were very childlike, and had a
clean and innocent gaze. At the time, there were
no phones or televisions in Garabandal. The road
that led up to the village was no more than a steep
dirt path.
Soon priests and doctors, determined to
prove the truth or the falsehood of the
apparitions, arrived to analyze the girls' behavior.
They verified that the girls were completely
healthy and mentally sound, free from excessive
attention seeking. The clergy investigated on a
theological and doctrinal level, and examined the
girls’ lives. They verified that in the months of the
apparitions, the girls did not neglect their
educational obligations, household chores or labor
in the fields, though during the apparitions the
girls sometimes stayed in vigil until early in the
morning, suffering the harsh weather: rain, cold,
and snow. The Blessed Virgin often repeated to
them that they should be obedient to their
parents. She also encouraged them to make
sacrifices, especially for the holiness of priests,
and so that those priests who waver might

persevere. She taught them to detest sin and
helped them to form their consciences by
responding to the thousands of questions the girls
asked her. The girls affirmed that after seeing the
Blessed Virgin Mary they yearned to love Jesus
and Mary more and to tell everyone about the
Lord and His Most Holy Mother. The simple and
trusting relationship that the little girls had with
their Heavenly Mother was truly exceptional. In
certain occasions, she played with the girls and
she often said good-bye to them with a kiss.
The doctors, on the other hand, normally
carried out their investigations on a personal
basis. With astonishment, they verified the
strange physical phenomena that accompanied
the ecstasies. During these moments, the girls
were completely insensitive to pain, even when
they were pricked with needles or burned with
cigarettes. Their bodies acquired an extraordinary
weight, which made it impossible to lift them or
force them to make the slightest movement of
their limbs. Their eyes, opened to contemplate the
apparition, did not react to the light of powerful
lamps and photographic flashes. They ran towards
the place of their vision and arrived before anyone
else, even before strong and fit young men. While
the girls arrived without signs of physical effort,
the young men arrived out of breath and
sweating. The girls fell on their knees abruptly
onto the rocks without hurting themselves. They
walked forwards and backwards during the
ecstasies on the poorly paved streets of the
village, or even cross-country, with their heads
completely raised and their eyes constantly fixed
upwards. Though they were totally unable to see
where they were going, they never fell or tripped.
Even when they were given hundreds of objects to
be kissed by the Virgin in a single apparition, the
girls always returned each object to the owner,
whom the girls had often never met or seen,
without ever making a mistake. There were cases
of physical and spiritual healing, and notable
conversions. In Garabandal, the Virgin seems to
be specialized in healing hearts and souls.
There has been a lot said about the girls’
“denials.” It is interesting to note that the Virgin
Mary had warned the girls that they would deny
the apparitions. “How are we going to deny this if
we are looking at you?” they said confidently,
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finding it hard to believe Her warning. They knew
little about the interior darkness the Lord uses to
purify and strengthen souls. Perhaps they did not
know how to measure their strength. The four
poor village girls were simply overwhelmed before
the constant pressure of people they respected
and wished to obey. Expert theologians who have
studied the phenomena in Garabandal hold that
rather than denials, we should speak of
“momentary hesitations." These hesitations are
perfectly understandable considering the girls'
difficult situation. Several of them never reached
the point of denying everything, such as Jacinta,
who never denied her vision of the Sacred Heart
near the end of June 1961. It is clear that, in face
of the events seen and studied by a multitude of
witnesses, these weak hesitations cannot be used
as an argument to cast doubt on the phenomena.
In fact, not much time passed before the girls
withdrew the denials that were provoked by
various intimidations. Unfortunately, little has
been said about this important detail.
The four girls left their hometown, married,
and had children. One of them, Mari Loli, died of
lupus erythematosus in her respiratory system on
April 20, 2009 at 59 years of age. Perhaps many
were surprised that the little visionaries did not
consecrate themselves to God as religious, but
aren’t we all called to holiness? Also in this aspect,
the apparitions of Garabandal are in clear
continuity with the doctrine of the Second Vatican
Council, which proclaimed the universal call to
holiness in all vocations (cf. Lumen Gentium, 5).

The Messages

T

he day-to-day events in Garabandal were a
message in themselves. The Virgin Mary
interacted with the girls like an authentic mother.
She won them over with her tenderness and her
gestures of affection. She spoke with them, giving
them confidence so that they could express
themselves and tell Her everything. She made the
most of these conversations to educate them. She
also corrected them when necessary and played
with them. She is a mother. In her relationship
with the girls, She teaches us to treat her in that
manner: like a mother. In every place She
appears, the Virgin Mary is presented under a

specific invocation. In Lourdes She is shown as the
Immaculate Conception. In Fatima she is Our Lady
of the Rosary. To St. Catherine Labouré she is
manifested as Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal.
In Garabandal the Virgin Mary presents herself to
us as “your Mother.” This is her title: “Our Mother.”
The apparitions of the Virgin in Garabandal
also have another characteristic: the Virgin Mary
interacted not only with the girls but also with the
people who came to witness the apparitions.
Conchita, one of the visionaries, pointed out that
she often felt that Our Mother did not look at her,
but rather looked and smiled at those who were
behind her, the witnesses of the apparitions. In
fact, in the last apparition, Our Mother said,
“Conchita, I have not come for you alone. I have
come for all my children.” The witnesses played an
important role during the ecstasies. The Virgin
seemed determined to give each person who went
to see the apparitions a sign or a proof of her
presence. For this reason, the testimonies count
as many as the amount of spectators at the
apparitions.
In two moments the Virgin communicated
very specific messages that the girls were to make
public. Through the official episcopal declarations,
the Bishops of Santander have stated that the
messages of the Virgin in Garabandal were
“important” and “theologically correct.” The first
was given four months after the beginning of the
apparitions, on October 18, 1961. The heavy rain,
which continued during the entire day, did not
discourage the thousands of people who arrived at
Garabandal. At the Pines at dusk, the girls read
the text of the message:
We must make many sacrifices, do much
penance, and visit the Blessed Sacrament. But
first, we must be very good. Otherwise, a
chastisement will befall us. The cup is already
filling up, and if we do not change, a very great
chastisement will come upon us.
With the simplicity of a mother, Mary Most
Holy gave her children the indications that they
needed to hear for the good of their souls. If we
do not walk the way of the Cross, if the Eucharist
is not the center of our lives, if we are not good, if
we do not convert, the Lord will have no choice
but to intervene so that we understand the
importance of what is at stake: our salvation.
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The Virgin’s second message arrived
shortly before the end of the apparitions, on June
18, 1965. St. Michael the Archangel was given the
task of communicating the message from the
Virgin to Conchita. Tears rolled down the
Conchita's face as she listened:
Since my message of October 18 has not
been heeded and made known to the world, I
tell you that this is the last one. Before, the cup
was filling up. Now, it is brimming over. Many
cardinals, many bishops, and many priests are
following the way to perdition and are taking
many souls with them. Ever less importance is
being given to the Holy Eucharist. You must turn
the wrath of God away from you by your efforts.
If you ask His forgiveness with a sincere heart, He
will pardon you. I, your Mother, through St.
Michael the Archangel, wish to tell you to amend
your lives. You are now in the last warnings! I love
you very much, and I do not want your
condemnation. Ask Us sincerely, and We will
grant your plea. You must make more sacrifices.
Reflect on the Passion of Jesus.
The message, though brief, was very
dense and did nothing but describe the painful
situation that the Catholic Church, about to
conclude the Second Vatican Council, was going
through. But on June 18, 1965, Conchita could
not have known what was happening, because
the grave doctrinal and priestly crisis that was
beginning to break out in the heart of the Church
was barely known in Spain, and in this lost
mountain village, it was unimaginable. Yet, soon
the crisis—provoked not by the council itself but
by manipulations and misunderstandings of the
conciliar teachings—would become a source of
deep suffering and even scandal for the whole
Church.

O

The Prophecies

f everything that has taken place in
Garabandal, there has been much
speculation about the prophecies communicated
to the young visionaries: the Warning, the
Miracle, and the Chastisement. In the first
message, made public on October 18, 1961, the
Virgin warned, “The cup is already filling up, and
if we do not change, a very great chastisement

will come upon us.” However, that night, due to
the persistent rain that did not cease during the
whole day, the soaked and disappointed crowd
hardly paid attention to the message of Our
Mother from the girls’ trembling lips.
However, if after these two great divine
interventions, the Warning and the Miracle,
humanity does not change, there will be a
Chastisement. It will come for our good and for
our conversion. The girls affirm, “If we do not
change, the Chastisement will be horrible.”
Conchita, Jacinta and Loli saw it, but do not have
permission from the Virgin to even to describe it.
The intensity of the Chastisement will be closely
related to how we react to the Warning and the
Miracle.
The Warning, Miracle, and Chastisement
have a very clear purpose: to move us to
conversion and a change of life, so that we may
attain what Our Mother asked for in the first
message: “We must be very good.” The Warning,
Miracle, and Chastisement are not independent
from the messages of Our Mother in Garabandal.
Many people, mostly out of curiosity, try to find
out when and how these events will take place.
However, it is much more important to focus on
living the messages. We must do what Our
Mother asked of us, changing our hearts and
growing spiritually through prayer, meditation on
the Passion, and a more intense Eucharistic life.
So much depends on the spiritual state we find
ourselves in when the Warning, Miracle, and
Chastisement arrive! The same sun that softens
wax hardens clay. In some, the Warning, Miracle,
and Chastisement will provoke tears of
repentance and love, while others will thrust
themselves down the slope of blinding hatred
towards God.
The Warning, Miracle, and Chastisement
come from the depth of God’s most merciful
Heart. We must prepare ourselves for them and
receive them with immense gratitude.

The Studies

F

r. Valentín Marichalar Torres was the parish
priest in San Sebastián de Garabandal
when, on June 18, 1961, some neighbors
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reported to him that four of the village girls,
Conchita, Jacinta, Mari Cruz, and Mari Loli, had
seen an angel. The good priest spoke with the
girls. Especially during the first days, right when
the ecstasies finished, he took them aside and
questioned them. Fr. Valentín was impressed that
the girls, who had no foreknowledge of the
questions he would ask, did not contradict each
other despite their young age. Three days after
everything started, Fr. Valentín already had
enough information to be able to make an official
communication to the Bishop's office. He began to
send detailed reports regularly, describing
everything that was occurring at his parish.
From the very beginning, the diocesan
clergy discarded the supernatural character of the
events
in
Garabandal.
Nonetheless,
an
Investigating Committee was appointed to study
the events, due to the expectation produced. The
Investigating Committee’s hastiness can be
deduced by observing the date of the first official
document regarding the happenings, which is
based on the Committee’s report. On June 18,
1961, the four girls declared having seen the
Angel for the first time, and on August 26, 1961,
just two months after the phenomena began, the
first episcopal note was published, affirming, “To
present, nothing obliges us to affirm the
supernatural nature of the events which have
occurred there.” At the time there were very few
facts, and the petition to act with prudence was
understandable. The messages had not yet been
announced, no statement had been taken from
the girls, their relatives, nor the parish priest, and
it was not yet clear whether the events would
cause spiritual fruits in the faithful. In reality, the
problem is that the investigation ended there,
even though the Committee sent some
information to the Bishop's office every so often.
The conclusions about Garabandal were drawn
that very summer, without having taken the
necessary time to study what was really
happening in Garabandal. The posterior official
declarations always refer back to this very first
investigation and statement. The Investigating
Committee's report was never made public and
the reasons behind their negative evaluation were
never made known.

Bishop Juan Antonio del Val Gallo—who
before being appointed bishop, had formed part
of the Investigating Committee—nominated a
new committee in 1989. The fact that a former
member of the first committee decided to
nominate a totally new committe allows us to
conclude that the first one should not be taken
into consideration. Unfortunately, the second
committee repeated the same mistakes as the
first. It acted with such secrecy that not even the
names of the members were made public. The
committee did not interview the visionaries or the
most authorized witnesses. When the study was
concluded, not a single official declaration was
published on the matter.
The Diocese of Santander has always
maintained that it has not found anything contrary
to the faith of the Church in the doctrinal content
of the apparitions in San Sebastián de
Garabandal. This is important. Regarding the
phenomena in themselves, it affirms “not
confirmed to be of supernatural origin,” thus
confessing that the case is not closed, much less
condemned, as the interventions of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
confirm. However, the witnesses continue to have
no explanation as to why the inexplicable events
they experienced are “not confirmed to be of
supernatural origin.”
What does the expression, “It is not
confirmed to be of supernatural origin” mean?
This is fundamental to understand Garabandal’s
situation. In the face of a supposed apparition and
after correct discernment, the Church can declare
her opinion in one of the following manners:
1. Constat de supernaturalitate (It is
confirmed to be of supernatural origin.) That is,
there has been a manifestation of the Lord, the
Virgin Mary, or a saint.
2. Constat de non supernaturalitate (It is
confirmed to be of non-supernatural origin.) That
is, there has not been a manifestation and we find
ourselves before a fraud, a phenomenon of
autosuggestion, or worst of all, a diabolic
intervention.
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When the conclusion is not clearly seen, when
facts are missing, or when the origin of an event
is not yet known for certain, the Church then
declares non constat de supernaturalitate. This
does not mean that there has not been an apparition. It means that the supernatural origin of the
events it is not yet confirmed and that certain
information necessary to make a clear discernment is missing. The placement of the adverb

“non” is key, because it changes the meaning of
the sentence completely. Garabandal is in this
state: Non constat de supernaturalitate (It is not
confirmed to be of supernatural origin.) This declaration is not definitive. While a definitive declaration is not reached, the Church not only can,
but ought to study what happened and remedy
the faithful’s ignorance.
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